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THE PERFECT 
ADDITION TO 
ANY DECK OR 
OUTDOOR AREA



WHY CHOOSE OZTECH?
Oztech Retractable Shad Systems are designed to give you complete control of your 
outdoor space, so you can entertain or relax outside, whatever the weather. Fully 
enclosed, completely open or anywhere in between, Oztech gives you the flexibility to 
create an additional outdoor room with seamless indoor-outdoor flow filled with light and 
protected from the elements.

Create a beautiful alfresco area in your home, restaurant, café or commercial space - whether your 

site is large or small, your Oztech installation will be fully customised to your space. 

What’s more, Oztech’s flexibility allows multiple roofs to be seamlessly joined to create larger spaces - 

one roof unit can span up to 13m wide with 10m projection.
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Elegant Bespoke Design

Over 150 textures, colours and 
transparencies available including colour 
matching and custom colour options.
Designed and crafted for a modern look 
and feel, with refined connections
Cantilever, gable, freestanding options 
available to perfectly fit your area.

Atmosphere & Ambience

Optional built-in warm white LED lighting, 
dimmable with a remote. Unbroken 
views with up to 6 metres between posts 
(dependent on windzones). Safe, dry 
and beautiful space for al fresco dining, 
gatherings and more.

Powerful Technologies

A 60mm stainless steel cambelt will provide 
you with years of reliability. European motor 
system, Somfy and Becker, offer a full home 
automation option. Oztech’s self cleaning 
system means both low maintenance and 
better translucency.

THE FEATURES
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Strong Steel & Aluminium

Strong, durable and corrosion-free 
components, designed for reliability and 
minimal maintenance. Perfect for New 
Zealand‘s climate and coastlines. 

Flexible Sizing

Large shade spans allow widths up to 
13m and extensions up to 10m on a single 
system. Seamless roof joins mean we can 

create even larger spaces.

100% Waterproof

Sealed spigots, gutters and rafters keep 
all the rain out, allowing for a complete 
water proof system. Internal guttering, large 
trough and invisible downpipes allow for 
minimal outlets.

Exceptional Warranties

5 year complete warranty includes framing, 
motor, mechanical parts and electrics.
Extended 10 and 15 year roof warranties 
available.
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1. Let’s Chat
Our Oztech rep would love to meet with you and discuss your ideas for the space. They 
will do a walk through and measure, discuss ideas, offer advice and answer questions - the 
installation process will be explained and we will provide colour options to make sure we 
deliver the best outcome for you.

2. Design Phase
Our local retailer will take all the information gained from the consultation and provide a 
detailed quote for the project. We then bring the project to life using a 3D design of the 
Oztech in location - this can be very valuable to visualise how the space will work and look 
with Oztech installed.

3. Installation 
Once the project has been approved (by yourself, engineers and the councils) we place 
your order with our Australian factory and your bespoke Oztech build will be underway! 
Our trusted local team will then install your Oztech, working alongside local builders and 
electricians, making any last adjustments to ensure you are completely happy with the final 
outcome.
 

4. Ongoing Support
Oztech’s robust engineering and clever design mean, hardly any maintenance is required 
over time. However, if you ever need anything, our local Oztech retailer will be able to assist 
you in any way.

OUR PROCESS
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POOLSIDE 
RESORT, 
PT CHEVALIER

Find more  
success stories  

oztech.co.nz
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A stunning extension to this family home in  
Point Chevalier needed some final touches to really 
maximise the use of the back area of the house - a 
large Oztech provided added vital outdoor living 
and dining for kids and adults alike providing 
space and comfort in all seasons. The roof was 
then modified to allow for a pool installation and 
enhance the area even more. The shade system 
cools the interior too, with our customer noting 
they no longer need to pull all the blinds to escape 
the afternoon sun.



ENHANCE YOUR 
OUTDOOR SPACE
Our Oztech system’s unique and customisable profiles enhances any outdoor space, 
without impeding views or light. The wide range of colours, styles and fittings can perfectly 
match any style home or business, allowing you to make full use of your outdoor space in 
the day or night and any season.
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CREATE THE PERFECT 
COMMERCIAL SPACE
Oztech systems offer a range of benefits to owners, such as extended hours of operation 
and increasing operating footprint. Built-in features like dimmable lighting and the option 
of dropdown screen’s create a great customer experience, plus a practical work space, 
all year round. With experience in commercial installations all over NZ, we can meet your 
unique requirements and  make sure your project comes to life.
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Our customers had initially planned a louvre system 
as part of a major renovation project that needed to 
cover both lounge and dining spaces with different 
shade needs. We designed a split system, with two 
roofs which operate independently, clear blinds all 
around plus a special shade blind for the dining spot 
making for a very flexible space.

LUSH YEAR 
ROUND USABLE 
SPACE,  
GREY LYNN

Find more  
success stories  

oztech.co.nz
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OUR STORY
Oztech was started in 2001 as an innovative Australian business offering a 
wide range of retractable roofs, awnings and pergola shade solutions - we 
love transforming outdoor areas to create beautiful and practical outdoor 
living options all year round.

We have since created an excellent distribution network of local businesses all over  
New Zealand, managed by a family owned and operated NZ company. Our trusted local 
teams offer great customer service and expertise to create the best solution for your 
outdoor area.

With 10 years of experience installing over 1000 Oztech retractable roofs across  
New Zealand, our retail teams have created stunning and practical outdoor spaces in a 
diverse range of homes, buildings and landscapes.

Manufactured in Australia, we use only the best quality materials, components and abide 
to strict quality control measures. With a 5 year system warranty and 10 fabric warranty, 
you can relax and trust the system is built to last with minimal maintenance needed. Our 
friendly and knowledgeable retail teams are ready to help with any questions or support.
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WHERE CAN  
YOU FIND  
OZTECH  
RETAILERS?

Oztech New Zealand 

0800 656 000

info@oztech.co.nz

oztech.co.nz

NORTHLAND

BAY OF PLENTY

HAWKES BAY

WELLINGTON

CANTERBURY

CENTRAL OTAGO
& SOUTHLAND

AUCKLAND   

WAIKATO   

TARANAKI  

NELSON / TASMAN  


